
Course description: Bamberg miniature golf 
 

Lane Short lane 

description 

Ball How to play 

1 - pyramid highest point of lane 

at half past two  

10° C: maier cl 2 

20° C: 3D type 263 

30° C: 3D type 152 (OF) 

Alternative: BO1/BO/BB15* 

right corner to play off 

velocity of the 1st stroke: fast 

2 - truncated  

      cones 

highest point of lane 

at nine o clock 
10° C: maier cl 2 

20° C: 3D type 263 (OF) 

30° C: 3D type 152 (OF) 

Alternative: Nifo 5 

right corner to play off 

velocity of the 1st stroke: slowly 

straight 

3 - pipe highest point of lane 

on the left side  

 

Reisinger 30  

3D bof FiSchM Pyry Väre 

Reisinger TantoTime Björnberg 

 

Middle to play off 

4 - double  

      wedges 

no highest point 3D type 183 Middle to play off 

5 - sloped circle 

     with kidney 

no highest point 3D 443 5 cm right to the middle to play off, slowly to the middle 

6 - passage highest point of lane 

on the right side and 

at half past eight  

Reisinger BGC Uerdingen 10cm right to the middle to play off,  

slowly straight 

 

7 - middle hill no highest point Ball of trust 5 cm left to the middle to play off, straight  

8 - double waves highest point at half 

past one 

10° C: light 18 

20° C: Steyr/263 

30° C: H4, 152 

Alternative: Grenchen +10 

right corner to play off 

against the left board 

9 – labyrinth no highest point Reisinger Caddy M, Mini 2014... 10cm left to the middle to play off,  

against the right board 

10 - plateau no highest point Ball made off acryl  middle to play off, fast 



11 - right angle highest point = 

board  

SEC 2011 Künzell left corner to play off, slowly to the left without touching the leftboard 

12 – bridge highest point at nine 

o clock  
10° C: Pasi 3 

20° C: Pasi 11 warm 

30° C: Pasi 11  

PacMan 3, meier cl. 3 

3D bof 2007 Riku Pennanen 

 

left corner to play off, fast 

13 - volcano no highest point 3D type 183 

B&M H15 

middle to play off 

14 - looping no highest point  10° C: nifo2 warm 

20° C: nifo 2 OF 

30° C: nifo 2  

Reisinger Störlinge 

5 cm right to the middle to play off, stroke with lots of technique 

15 - wedge with 

      target window 

highest point at nine 

o clock 

Bof Manuel Szablikowski 2009 

3D bof SM 96-98 

Rita Ris 

5 cm left to the middle to play off,  

play to the middle 

 

16 - flat loop highest point at 

eleven o clock 

Grenchen +10 bof Manuel 

Szablikowski 2009  

Reisinger Fun for Kids beige 

right corner to play off slowly through the loop 

17 - sticks highest point at ten 

o clock 

 

Bof DschMM 2002 Ostheim 

Reisinger Fun for Kids yellow→red 

middle to play off, slowly to the left 

18 - lightning  3D type 563 

WAGM 2014 

 

 

right corner to play off, straight through the 

lightning 
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